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merges with the ManE and Light Bodies through the Rasha Body. In simple terms,

with the atomic ManE Body (physical body) through activation of the Rash a

unified Rasha and ManE Bodies. When the Eiradonis of the Spirit Body fully embodies

the merged Rasha-ManE Body, achieving what is called the "KaLE-Hara state,"

of the atomic ManE Body back into "/ighf" (the electromagnetic mana radiation

of the physical ManE Body merges with the Eiradonis prana substance of the Spirit

the physical-matter ManE Body merge with the prana and eirA substance of the

Transmuted physical-atomic ManE Body, and the corresponding aspects of mana light of the

the physical-atomic ManE Body quantum has been "re-enlightened" or Transmuted into

of the atomic ManE Body progressively Transmutes into mana light, forming the temporary,
half-

previously light-Transmuted ManE Body mana quantum and the Light Body mana quantum
progressively
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matter-base, the ManE matter-substance of the physical body converts back to mana-
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The onset of ManE Conversion within the protostars initiates the beginning of atomic nuclear

point at which ManE Conversion begins within the protostar, following birth of its Light
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